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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The approach to value models and  associated metrics was based on, or at least started from, the ideas of software development. A technical and isolated viewpoint. For each of the broad ontology usage categories identified during this summit it needs to be recognized that there are non-semantically based solutions that have a high technical readiness or maturity level.

One aspect that was not made sufficiently explicit during the summit is the new environment in which solutions (for the usage categories) need to live, the net-centric environment. Part of the net-centric environment is the scale of the problem or its solution.

Ontologies provide a mechanism for formalizing a ‘common’ understanding of things in a ‘common’ environment. But what is that ‘common’ environment? Over the past several decades the common environment in which systems that are heavily dependent upon information has been growing. From an isolated main frame to a small cluster of connected machines, to stand alone mini and personal computers, to small networks, to larger networks, to Wide Area Networks, to the internet – the world.

As the scope or scale of environment has increased the size of what’s ‘common’ has also increased, but in a non-linear way. Subsequently, the value models and their metrics for solutions based on ontologies and related semantic technologies should be viewed in the same non-linear way in relation to the environment in which they will be used.

The most ‘common’ term used to address this larger operational environment is interoperability. Interoperability can represent both a value model but can also be realized as one or more metrics. For instance, can more than one department/vendor/supplier use the tool/solution. Is the solution interoperable across hardware/OS platforms.

Interoperability may not be the first notion that should be presented during a ‘pitch’ to use ontologies but eventually it should be interjected into the ‘pitch’, because that’s what ontologies provide. 
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Value Models & Metrics
• Value Models – What’s important to the stakeholders
• Metrics - Value Measuring Methodologies 

– How are these Measurements Made?
– What do these Measurements Mean?

• Models: Formal ROI & Beyond
– Do our Quantitative Metrics Make the Tangible Clear?
– How do we Model the Qualitative Intangibles?

• The Value Proposition: What’s the Benefit?
– Do our Models Fit Stakeholders Wants/Needs?
– Do our Metrics Focus on the Value Proposition?

• The Environment & Lifecycle: Obvious & Overlooked
– What are the Scopes we need to Address? 
– How does Lifecycle Stage affect Models & Metrics?
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Value Models

• Derived from Case Studies
– Business Efficiency

• Collaborative Operations 
– Business Agility

• Interoperable Business Services allowing new products and 
services

• Actionable Business Intelligence
– Operational Efficiency

• Improved search & discovery
• Quicker, more precise responses

– Customer Satisfaction (internal & external)
• Reduce CRM costs

– IT Efficiency
• More agile and complex workflows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reduce Costs
Identify Opportunities – new products and services
Improve products & services

‘IT Efficiency’ is a subset of ‘Operational Efficiency’ is a subset of ‘Business Efficiency’.
IT supports operations. Operations of all types, including sales, customer interactions, human resources, payroll, facilities, etc., support or make up the business, though they may only be focused on their particular departments. Business efficiency includes cross department operations.

This synthesis did not focus on intangibles. For instance, with common vocabularies or better access to business information synergistic effects may take place. There may be unanticipated emergent behaviors.
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Value Metrics
Varied by case study
• Business Efficiency

– What cross cutting or business wide operations were changed
– What was changed that saves time or improves performance

• Business Agility
– What changed to provide agility 

• Operational Efficiency
– What operations were changed
– What was changed that saves time or improves products

• Customer Satisfaction
– How was customer frustration reduced

• IT Efficiency
– What services were made more effective (e.g., QoS improvements)
– More operations were improved
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Value Models/Metrics Paradigm

Step 1 – Characterize* business or operational 
problem to be solved 

IT efficiency
Operational efficiency
Business agility
Business efficiency
Customer satisfaction 

Step 2 – Identify problem stakeholders 
Step 3 - Categorize type of solution with OUF
Step 4 - Identify strategy to be used  
Step 5 – Identify value model & metrics needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Track 3 Value Models and Metrics
The goal of Track 3 was to identify value models and metrics to help make the case for using ontologies in information systems, whatever their form. The original focus was on variants of metrics used in software development. However, as demonstrated by the case studies presented and the use cases collected, the value models and their metrics needed to make the case must be much more granular - less technically detailed and more case-specific. They need to be focused on the particular business problem(s) for which the ontologies are to be applied. Therefore, Track 3 has evolved from attempting to identify broad, non-specific value models and metrics to providing a value paradigm for those promoting the use of ontologies. The strategy provided is to move from the general to the specific: From the big picture problem down to the specific expectations of employing ontologies. Of course the scope or context of ‘the big picture’ will depend on the audience or stakeholders involved and the problem(s) to be solved. The problem(s) and its scope can be drastically different between a president of an organization, a chief information officer, a department manager or IT staff. 
1. First Step
The first step in this process is to identify the business or operational problem to be solved. The following value models derive from the case studies presented and identify results-areas for improvement of a business, organization or enterprise. They are not meant to be exhaustive but should be used as a starting point to help identify the general area of the business problem. The ordering of these value models moves from infrastructure to entire business.
IT Efficiency – IT has become an integral part of most businesses and enterprises, therefore merits investments that benefit an entire organization though there may not be direct benefits to specific operations or business objectives. If IT efficiency is the problem space to be addressed, then what must next be identified are the particular aspects or area of IT that will be made more efficient. Such efficiency may be either organizationally or technically operational. For example, the use of ontologies may allow more agile and complex workflows, more responsive SOA implementations, more rapid prototyping of services or greater clarity in communication with (internal) customers. 
Operational Efficiency – This refers to the operations of a part of a business or enterprise. This means that the problem to be addressed is relative to just part of the business or organization. For instance, it may relate to only one department (e.g., Human Resources, Facilities, Finance, etc.). Many businesses and organizations discover, as they grow larger, the need to separate various responsibilities in order to increase operational efficiency and productivity. So it may be that the problem to solve involves improved search or discovery. Maybe, it is the ability to have quicker and more precise responses (e.g., invoicing or billing). 
Business Agility – The ability of a business or organization to alter the products or services it provides is demonstrably crucial for many businesses to continue operating. Agility may include interoperable services the allow new products and services to be developed. Or it may involve acquiring actionable competitive business intelligence or mining a business’ own data to discover new opportunities.
Business Efficiency – This refers problems that cut across or involve many to all parts or aspects of a business or organization. One common problem in this area is common terminology. Large organizations can evolve different sub-organizations that develop mission-specific terminology peculiar to their operations and products (i.e., their mission). These differences in terminology can become embedded, either implicitly of explicitly, in their business processes and supporting information systems and impede development of common processes or services.
Customer Satisfaction (internal & external) – It should be kept in mind that customers can be either internal, as is the case for many IT departments, external, or both. For businesses that deal in the retail area customer relations is a common problem area. The ability to reduce the costs of managing customer relations, commonly referred to as customer relations management (CRM), or make better use of the data gathered from these activities is area of great interest to such businesses.
2. Second Step
The second step would be to classify the type of solution or application needed to solve the problem(s) identified. The starting point for this should be the Track 1 Application Framework. The framework identifies four types of problem solutions,  Integration, Decision Support, Semantic  Augmentation or Knowledge Management. Bear in mind that these types are not mutually exclusive. So a particular solution may involve aspects from several of these types. 
3. Third Step
The third step is to identify the stakeholders for the business problem identified in step one. This may depend on the scope of the problem being addressed. Those who make policy or set strategic directions would more likely be involved in problems that span the entire business or organization. At some point those that hold the money or make the budget decisions will need to be convinced. 
At this point having identified the business problem to be addressed, the type of solution needed, and the stakeholders involved in making a decision (about the solution) the value model(s) and their metrics needed to make the case should now be more easily identified.
4. Fourth Step
The fourth step would be to identify the strategy to be used. Is the problem to be solved with an incremental approach or a disruptive change? The metrics used for each strategy will probably be somewhat different in that a disruptive change would most likely require more extensive metrics in order to justify the disruption.
5. Fifth Step
Having characterized the problem(s) to be solved with the use of ontologies from the stakeholders perspective (using their terminology), aided by the ontology usage framework and recognizing the appropriate strategy to be used for the stakeholders, the value model(s) and metrics should be sufficiently clear and should include aspects of the operational environment and scale of the problem(s) or solution(s).
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Lifecycle Factors

• Lifecycle Factors
– Initial focus of value models and metrics on the 

design-development and run-time operations 
phases

– Synthesis brought realizations
• Needed a shift in focus: Acquisition phase
• No few models or metrics – Needed Specialization

– Value models and metrics for different lifecycle 
phases are different (but related)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of Lifecycle models:
Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is a process used by a systems analyst to develop an information system, including requirements, validation, training, and user (stakeholder) ownership. 

Enterprise Life Cycle (ELC) in enterprise architecture is the dynamic, iterative process of changing the enterprise over time by incorporating new business processes, new technology, and new capabilities, as well as maintenance and disposition of existing elements of the enterprise 

Software Life Cycle 
The primary lifecycle processes contain the core processes involved in creating a software product. These processes are divided into five different main processes: Acquisition, Supply, Development, Operation, Maintenance 
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Environment Factors
• Proposed ontology uses (i.e., solutions) operate in 

an environment

• Scale/scope of operational environment not 
explicitly addressed during summit

Standalone Single department $100K

LAN A few departments $1M

WAN All departments/company $10M
MAN Several companies $100M

Internet – Worldwide All companies in same domain $1B

• Operational environment scope impacts 
• Value of possible solutions
• Value models and their metrics for/of solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of scope or scale include
Network scale/scope
Standalone, LAN, WAN, MAN, Internet – Worldwide
Organizational scale/scope
Single dept., few dept., all dept./entire company, several companies, all companies operating in the same domain
Monetary Scale/scope
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Environment - Interoperability
• Operational environment and solution needs usually 

referred to as interoperability
• Interoperability has 

– many aspects/dimensions
– scope

• Interoperability needs increase non-linearly w.r.t. 
operational environment scope 

• Interoperability for operations requires common 
terminology and semantics

• Scope of interoperability drives the scope of what 
needs to be common
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Environment - Commonality

• Operational Environment or scale of problem 
drives what needs to be ‘common’

• ‘Commonality’ needs increase non-linearly w.r.t. 
operational environment scope
• Developmental ontologies could be used to facilitate 

design for initial operational scope
• Maintenance ontologies could be used to facilitate 

dynamic provisioning in larger networked 
operational scope
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Summary

• Ontologies facilitate aspects of ‘commonality’ and 
interoperability

• Value of solutions that facilitate interoperability  
dependent on scope/scale of operational environment.

• Value models and their metrics vary with operational 
scope and scale

• The larger the scope of interoperability or scale, the 
larger the value of using ontologies.
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